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Frequency step-downs, where the lower 
frequency is accurately rdated to some 
higher frequeucy, are often needed in ('Om
munication circuits. Such step-downs are 
required, for example, in testing filter 
characteristics, as already described in the 
RECORD.· Heretofore, moderately Complex 
vacuum tube demodulating circuits have 
been employed, but for many purposes the 
multivibrator step-down offers considerable 
advantage. It gives a much simpler circuit 
employing fewer apparatus units, and thus 
is less expensive to build .and oc('Upies 
much less space. These adv~ntages would 
have led to their wide employment, except 
that prior to the war. the step-down ratios 
that could be obtained were limited to in
tegral numbers, and for larger ratios the 
number could not be a prime. This restric
tion was removed in the course of war d~
velopments hy applying feedback to a mul
tivibrator- chain. Besides making prime ra
tios re;ldily obtainable, it also permits 
the utilization of non-integral rational Ilum-

95 bers such as J -till . 

A multi vibrator circuit capable of acting 
as a step-down is shown in Figure 1. With 
both tubes passing current, the circuit is 
stahle. Since the tubes .are in a saturated 
('Ondition. the voltages at points I and 3 
will be zero, those at points 2 and 4 slightly 
positive, and capacitors CI and C2 will have 
small charges. If anything is done that m0-

mentarily interrupts the flow of current in 
one of the tubes. hQwever, the circuit at 
onC'e starts to oscillate: first one tube passes 
current and then the other, and the begin
ning of current flow in one tube blocks the 
flow of current in the other. 

Assume, for example. that the voltage at 
point I has been momentarily made highly 
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negative, and that as a result tube tJ blocks, 
while tube b continues to pus current. 
There will be a negative charge on CI be
cause of the high negative voltage recently 

AI 

Fig. I-Schematic uf 
a multivibrator eW- Ai 

roit capable of act-
ing tU tJ 6fep-down 

applied, but current from positive battery 
through R I 80wing into the capacitor will 
slowly raise the voltage at point I. When 
the cut-oif voltage is reached, tube a at 
once starts to pass current. While a was 
blocked. the voltage at point 2 had risen to 
full positive battery potential. and capacitor 
C2 had been fully charged. When tJ starts 
to pass Current, however, the pot~ntial at 
point 2 drops suddenly to nearly zero, and 
the charge on C2 released as a result. pass-

, ing through 82, momentarily decreases the 
voltage at point 3 to a high negative value, 
and tube b blocks as a result. Tube b then 
starts a cycle like that described for a, and 
when b starts to pass current, tJ will block. 

The frequency of oscillation depends on 
the duration of the blocked periods of the 
two tubes, since the conducting period is .... .. 
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stable and tends to cOntinue indellnitely. 
The duration of the blocked periods of tuqe 
a is controlled by 1\1 and C I, and that for 
tube b by R2 and c. W4th frequency de
pending on the values of resistors and ca
pacitors, variation is likely, but by associat
ing the output of an oscillator with points 
I and 3, the frequency of the multivibrator 
can be made as constant as that of the oscil
lator, but lower by some integral factor. 

Suppose, for example, that the voltage of 
the oscillator, reduced to a small &xed 
value, were IUperimpoied on the voltages 
at points I and 3. Instead of rising along a 
smooth curve, the voltages at theee points 
would become 81 shown by the solid curve 
of Figure 2. Without the superimpoled 0ICi1-
lator' voltage, the tube would have started 
to pass current at to, but with it, it starts to 
pass at tl-just four cycles of the OICillator 
frequency after the tube had blocked. ,As
suming similar constants and arrangements 
for the other tube, the frequency of the 
multivibrator would be one-eighth that of 
the oscillator, since each half cycle is four 
times as long as one cycle of the oscillator 
circuit itself. 

Greater step-down may be secured by 
connecting several multivibrator circuits in 
series, as shown in Figure 3, where small 
capacitors link points 2 and 4 of one vibra
tor to points 3 and I, respectively, of the 

next follOwing vibrator. The resiston 81 

and JU and the capaciton CI and a 
of each succeeding stap will be 'Selected to 
give .'suitably lower frequency than that of 
the preceding stage. During the blocked 
period of At, a small pip of voltage will be 
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superimposed on the rising voltage of its 
grid each time b l blocb. becaUSt1 of the 
sudden rise at this moment of the voltage 
at point 4 of the 8rst stage. One of th.., 
pips will trigger the tube to pall current, 
much as do the positive waves of Figure 2-
When a l starts to pass current as a result, 
b l will block. and it. in turn, wiD 1Ubse
quently start to pass current· after a &xed 
number of voltage pips from the C3 ea-

• padtor., 
In Figure 4 are drawn the 8m few cy

cles of two stages of a multivibrator step
down. It is assumed that at TIME J, a l ItartI 
to pass current and, in doing so, blocb bIt 
causing a pip of voltage on the grid of ... 
It ii assumed further that this, is the pip 
that makes a. start to pass current aDd, in 
doing so, it wiD block b l • At 1'IMIt I, there
fore, a. and .. start to pass current and b l 

and b, block. If both tubes of STAGE ~ trig
ger to passing on the third pip from the 
preceding stage, b. will start to pass at 
TdlI!! 2, and thus block a, at the same time, 
and a. will so bsequently start to pass cur
rent at TIME 3. The period of ITAGE ~ is 
thus from TIME J to 7IME 3, and compriles 
a blocked period for .. and a blocked pe
riod for b l • 

It may be seen from Figure " that the 
blocked period of b l includes three blocked 
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periods of b. and two blocked periods of a l • 

to which conelpODd two current-pauml 
periods of b •. Similarly, the blocked period 
of .. includeI three blocked periods of· a. 
and two of b •. If the Dumber of pips re
quired to triger b. to paa curreDt it N~ 
and the number to biller' a, to paaing is 
H • ., tbeo-lettinl b repreteDt the length of 
a blocked period-the lengths of the 
blocked periods of ITAGE 2 may be ex
prMIOd u: 

... = ...... +(H .. -l) .. . 

... =1( ..... +(1( •• -1) .. . 
The IUDI of theIe two blocked periodI, 
which ""eleDb the period T. of the ~ 
and ltap, is thua: 

T.=",+"'=(I( .. +H~-I) 
( ... + ... )= (Ha.+H .. -l) T. 
and the ratio of T. to Tit ... is T, divided by 
T" and thua 

a.=(I( .. +H~-I) 
A IimiIar relatioaship hoIda between 

STAGE 3 and ITACE ~, and the over-all ratio 
is .. times a.. If I( were three throughout, 
the over-all ratio for the three stales would 
be :5 X 5= 25. If a fourth stage with the 
same value of I( were added, the over-all 
ratio would be 5x 5 X 5= 125, and 10 on for 
any number of stales. SiDce the over-all 
ratio is thus the product of several facton, 
It can never be a prime. The ratio obtain· 
able in a single stale is limited by the dill
culty in distinguishing between the heipb 
of succeatve pips from the preceding stap 
when N becomes too large. The muimum 
ratio for one stage is UlUally limited to 
about 15, for reasons of stability. and thUl 
by using one stage any prime up to 15-3. 
5, 7, 11. 13-can be obtained. but above IS 
no prime over-an ratio is obtainable. . 

Suppose, however, that a feedback cir
cuit be run from point 4 of IT AGE 3 to point 
3 of IT AGE ~, as indicated b)' the dotted line 
of Figure S. During the blocked period 01 
b., current will be fed over this connection 
to increue the rate at which the voltale at 
point 3 of IT AGE l is riling. AI a reIU1t, b. 
wiD require fewer pips from a, before it 
passes current. The result of this feedback 
is shown in dotted lines 00 Figure 5. on the 
basis that Nit. with feedback is 1 instead of 
S. The solid lines show the outpub of the 
various stages as they would have been 
without feedback. ...... 
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While b. is palliDl curreut, the feedb.ck 
voltage will drop 10 low u to have DO .
feet, and thUi the OIdIIatioD of .r .... J 
will follow one pattern while b. iI bJocbd, 
and another while b. is pent", A. a re
IUlt, the half cycle. of ITACK S will di& .. 
in length. 

During the blocked period of ... while 
h. is peai", current, there is DO .ect ~ 
feedback, and thua, ... wiD be the IAIDe U 

without feedback. Durin. the blocked pe
riod of b., however, each blocked period 
of b l will be ahorteoed, Iince it will en
dure for ooIy one pip from a 1 instead of 
three. Since the pip' caued by a1 block
ing are one period of ITACK 1 apart, each 
nnit reduction in Nttt reduces the length of 
the blocked period of b l by T .. With a 
reduction of two in Nita, as in the example 
assumed. each blocked period of b t will 

be .... T.-N .. lTh aad the' ovc-all ratio 
with feecD.ck. T. divided by T.. will be .. 
.... -)f~I. Fa.: the ...... 'auumed, the 
ratio without feedback II 5X5=15, while 
with feedback it II (5X5) - (SXI)=19, 
which II a prime. U aD over-aD ratio of 37 
bad been desired, which is aJao a prime, 
aU the N'. could have' been made 4, aod 
.. aod .. would both be 7. Then, by make 
in&1 equal to S, the over-all ratio would be 
( 7 X 7) - ( .. X S )= S7. In actual pradioe, it 
" poeralIy preferable to keep I u ..... U 
u pmliblej in fact, it can be made equal 
to 1. and all intearal ratia., prime 01' other· 
wise, can ItfII be obtained by variations of 
the other facton. 

&elides makin, a prime over-all ratio_ 
poafble, feedb.ck will do give a ooo-in· 
tegraI ratiooal number. With feedback, the 
ratio of ITAC& 3 to ft'AGa 2, ... is not 
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Fig. 5-Output voltag .. of ,. three-If,.,. multlabrGlor drcuU wI.Ua ,.nd tU4I1aouIlfI«lba,clc 

be IT 1 shorter than before. In generaL if 
a represenb the number of units by which 
Nttt is shortened, each blocked period of 
b. becomes IT, shorter than without feed
back. In a blocked period of b., however, 
th«e are N~, blocked periods of b~ and 
thus with feedback the. blocked period of 
b., is shortened by "tt.aT ,. Without feed
back, the length of a period of STACE S 
wu 1l,Il. T, while with feedback, it win ..... 

changed, and thua the ratio of ITAG& l is 
equal to the over ... n ratio divided by ... 
Since with feedback the over-all ratio is 
(Ilt X .. ) - Ntt,a, the ratio of ITAaS l is 
equal to this expression divided by R,. If 
a,' r..-enb the value of 8 , when feed-

back" present, 1la'=1la - (NbS X a). For the 
Il~ 

3x2 
facton already used 8.'=5- 5 =3 4/5, 
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and this non-integral ratio is obtaiDed at 
the output of STAGE 2. 

It will be noticed that the denominator 
of the fraction is Ra, and this fact indicates 
how any other ratio may be obtained. If a 
ratio of 4 3/7 were desired at the output of" 
STAGE 2. for example, the equation' would· 

00 31_ (7XR,) -Nba3 nd th 7 . a-
7 7 t a us R. - N~ -

31. If RI is made 5, Na•· made 6, Nbs made 2, 
and a is made 2, the result gives (7 X 5 ) -

31 
(2X2)=31, and Ra' would be 1" =43/7. 

On the assumption that no stage should 
have a greater ratio than 15, it would seem 
that no rational ratio with a denominator 
greater than 15 would be practicable. A 

ratio such as 14 ~:1' for examplet would 

appear unobtainable. Ift hOwever, a fourth 
stage is added and feedback is carried from 
the fourth to the second sta:ge, such a ratio 
is readily obtainable at the output of the 
second stage. With such an arrang~ent, 
the over-aU ratio is RaRI,R. - A, where A 

represents the reduction in the length of 
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Fig. 6-The matdL 
qNlCe r6q~i,ed "a. . 
h"trtJted by the 
2000-to-l, foor-lttIge 
step-down mounted 
on the right holf of 
the panel. Each tube 
includes two pen
tode units, and one 
tube Ieroe& III a drio
.ng u'"' and e~ of 

. til. otMr four III II 

.,q-down 61l1g. 

Btt. due to feedback. Since .. and R. are 
not changed by a feedback from the fourth 
to the second stage, the ratio at the output 

Raft. -A of the second stage is •• . By make 
•••• ing .. and R. each equal to 11, the deDOmi~ 

nator becOmes the desired 121, and it then 
remains only to select the other parameten 
to secure the desired numerator. 

. When the feedback spans two stages, 
the calculation of the reduction in the 
length of T., called A in the above example, 
becomes a little mOle involved, but is 
found by similar reasoning. In the exam
ples taken so far, N. has been equal to Ne.. 

but this is nOt at aU necessary, and for 
the more involved ratios unequal values 
may be needed. By taking advantage of 
such possibilities, and of the possibility 
of using as many stages as needed, with 
feedback spanning any group of them, a 
very wide range of non-integral or prime 
ratios is possible. The output waves are Sat· 
topped, useful for many purposes, but where 
sine waves are desired, they are obtai~ 
by passing the output through a Slter. 
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